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ABSTRACT

The problem of separating individual sound sources from a mix-
ture of these, known as Source Separation or Computational Au-
ditory Scene Analysis (CASA), has become popular in the recent
decades. A number of methods have emerged from the study of
this problem, some of which perform very well for certain types of
audio sources, e.g. speech. For separation of instruments in mu-
sic, there are several shortcomings. In general when instruments
play together they are not independent of each other. More specif-
ically the time-frequency distributions of the different sources will
overlap. Harmonic instruments in particular have high probability
of overlapping partials. If these overlapping partials are not sepa-
rated properly, the separated signals will have a different sensation
of roughness, and the separation quality degrades.

In this paper we present a method to separate overlapping par-
tials in stereo signals. This method looks at the shapes of partial
envelopes, and uses minimization of the difference between such
shapes in order to demix overlapping partials. The method can
be applied to enhance existing methods for source separation, e.g.
blind source separation techniques, model based techniques, and
spatial separation techniques. We also discuss other simpler meth-
ods that can work with mono signals.

1. INTRODUCTION

When instruments play together, their signals are mixed together.
Source separation is simply the problem of obtaining the original
source signals from the recorded mixture. The problem with mu-
sic signals, as opposed to other types of signals like e.g. speech,
is that the sources are normally not independent. First of all, the
instruments are dependent among each others in time, due to the
fact that they all follow the same underlying tempo and rhythm
of the music piece. In addition, for melodic instruments which
have a pitch and harmonic structure, the notes are often related by
harmonic intervals as well. When two partials fall within one crit-
ical band, the ear will not hear two separate sounds, but rather one
combined sound. This is explained in [1]: “When two sinusoids
with slightly different frequencies are added together, they resem-
ble a single sinusoid, with frequency equal to the mean frequency
of the two components, but whose amplitude fluctuates at a regular
rate. These fluctuations in amplitude are known as ’beats’.” These
beats occur at a rate equal to the frequency difference of the two
components.

If the beats are slow, this results in audible loudness fluctu-
ations. In the combined sound these fluctuations sounds natural,
but in the separated signals such fluctuations can be very annoy-
ing if present. For faster beats the fluctuations can not be heard
separately, but rather as an increase in the roughness of the sound.

This roughness is related to the consonance [2], and depends on
frequency. Maximum roughness occurs for beat frequencies in the
range 30-70 Hz [3]. However, partials that are 30-70 Hz apart, are
quite well handled by existing source separation methods. We will
therefore concentrate on slow beats.

Figure 1 shows the spectrogram of two trumpet notes, an F at
about 349 Hz, and a C at about 523 Hz. Every third partial of the
F overlaps every second partial of the C. For the partials slightly
above 1, 2 and 3 kHz, one can see the beats as amplitude fluctua-
tions. By counting the number of fluctuations per second, we can
see that the beat frequencies for these are about 3, 6 and 9 Hz,
respectively. All the other partials have quite constant amplitude
during their duration. Obviously, the fluctuations we see in the
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Figure 1: Spectrogram of two trumpet notes with overlapping par-
tials and beats (just above 1, 2 and 3 kHz).

figure is an effect of the time-frequency representation we choose.
If we had chosen longer time windows, the “overlapping” partials
could have been seen as two separate partials with very close fre-
quencies. However, since we study frequency separations of less
than 10 Hz, this would require a window that is longer than the
sound itself, and is not feasible. Also, we see that the period of the
loudness fluctuations is not constant, and effectively the two par-
tials may cross each other over time. Still it is interesting to note
that this time-frequency representation matches the psychoacous-
tical effect that beats represent.

Clearly, the separation problem is an ill-posed problem. How-
ever, a human may be able to follow the tune of one of the instru-
ments in the mixture, and this gives the motivation for attacking
the problem.

This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we give an
overview of the existing types of methods for source separation,
and discuss the shortcomings of these for separation of music sig-
nals. Section 3 is devoted to our work on how to overcome these
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problems. In particular, it explains the method we propose for sep-
aration of overlapping partials in multi-channel recordings. We
also propose methods for partial shape reconstruction that can be
used for mono signals as well. Finally, there is the conclusion.

2. EXISTING SOURCE SEPARATION METHODS

There are several approaches to the problem of separating sound
sources. We briefly present three different types of separation
methods, and discuss their drawbacks and shortcomings with re-
spect to music signals.

2.1. Model based source separation

There are several methods that use a model of the sound sources to
help separating them. The models range from low-level sinusoidal
represenatations [4] to specific instrument models and higher level
perceptual and cognitive models. Still, most methods in this cat-
egory are based on sinusoidal models, e.g. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. These
methods extract sinusoidal tracks from some time-frequency rep-
resentation of the signal, and then apply grouping principles to as-
sign these tracks to the different sources. Typically, these methods
operate on mono signals.

There are two major problems with these methods with re-
spect to instrument separation. Firstly, the methods do not work
well for sources that don’t exhibit a sinusoidal structure (partials).
Secondly, even when the sources have partials, each partial is allo-
cated to one (or more) sources. Thus, any beats due to overlapping
partials will be present in the separated signals, and this can be
perceptually very annoying.

2.2. Blind source separation

In the last ten years, a number of different approaches to blind
source separation have evolved [10]. Early works studied the sep-
aration of instantaneous mixtures under various frameworks, e.g.
neural networks [11], information theory [12], and statistics [13].
Later the methods were extended to convolved mixtures, [14, 15].

Although these approaches come from different areas of in-
terest, they are all built on similar principles. Usually, iterative
algorithms update the coefficients in a deconvolution matrix by
minimizing some error measurement or by maximizing some in-
formation measurement. Then this matrix is used to separate the
sources (deconvolve the mixtures). The basic assumption these
methods are built on is that the sources are statistically indepen-
dent. Even though this is not true in general for music, the meth-
ods can perform quite well. However, there are some drawbacks.
They only work for multichannel mixtures, and in general there
can be no more sources than sensors (number of channels). In ad-
dition, for real world mixtures, the FIR demixing filters need to be
sufficiently long, which makes the computational complexity very
high.

The costly deconvolution algorithm in the time-domain can
be tranformed into a set of instantaneous demixing algorithms in
time-frequency [16, 17]. This makes the computational cost more
affordable, but introduces a new problem. In general the instanta-
neous demixing does not converge for the frequency bands where
there are overlapping partials, due to the fact that the sources are
not statistically independent.

2.3. Spatial separation

There exist some methods that exploits the physical locations of
the sources in order to separate them, like e.g. beamforming [18].
Recently, the DUET method for separating sources in the time-
frequency domain based on spatial cues was introduced in [19].
It is fast, simple and still performs quite well for music signals.
In the following we are explaining this method in more detail.
The method takes a stereo recording of the audio scene, xL(t) and
xR(t), and computes the Short Time Fourier Transforms (STFT)
for both channels, XL(!; t) and XR(!; t). Based on these, the
relative amplitudes,

A(!; t) =

����XL(!; t)

XR(!; t)

���� ; (1)

and phase delays,

D(!; t) =
\

�
XL(!;t)
XR(!;t)

�
!

; (2)

between the channels are computed. From these one can generate
a 2-D histogram, as shown in figure 2. In this example, there is one
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Figure 2: 2-D Histogram showing where the sources are located
in (phase delay, relative amplitude) space.

source on the left side (delay of two samples between left and right
microphone), and one source on the right side (“delay” of minus
one sample between left and right microphone). We also note that
there is a phantom source in the middle (about 0 delay). This is
in fact due to the overlapping partials, since the net effect of one
sinusoid coming from the left and one from the right is a sinusoid
coming from somewhere in between.

By applying a clustering algorithm to this histogram, one de-
cide where the sources are, and how the bins of the STFT should be
assigned in the separation phase. For each time-frequency bin, the
relative amplitude and phase delay between the channels are used
to assign the bin to one source. There are two interesting properties
of this. Firstly this means that the method can work with sources
that don’t exhibit a strong partials structure, which was a major
limitation of the sinusoidal models. Secondly, there may be more
sources than there are sensors, which is a strong limitation in blind
separation techniques. Although the method is very promising in
these respects, we note the following constraints: The method is
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based on the assumption that the sources are W-disjoint orthogonal
[19]. Basically this means that each time frequency bin contains
energy from only one source. Apparently this is not at all true
for music. Also, the fact that each bin is assigned to one source
exclusively can introduce new beats or binary “on/off” effects (the
signal “comes” and “goes” in one frequency band as time evolves).
Figure 3 clearly shows this in the bands where the partials overlap;
the bins in these bands are assigned to either source in an alternat-
ing way.
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Figure 3: Separated signals using the DUET method. Notice how
the overlapping partials (just above 1, 2 and 3 kHz) are exclusively
assigned to either source in an alternating way. The other partials
are correctly assigned to one source only.

Despite the mentioned drawbacks, the DUET method shows
promising results, and we will se how the quality of the separated
signals can be improved by using our proposed methods.

3. DEALING WITH OVERLAPPING PARTIALS

In the previous section we saw that the main problem with sep-
aration of instruments is related to overlapping partials. In this
section we first propose a method for separation of 2 overlapping
partials in a stereo mixture. Then we discuss other methods for
partial shape reconstruction that can be used with mono signals as
well. We also discuss how the separation quality can be improved
when there are overlapping partials but no beats.

The methods we are introducing are based on the observation
that the partials of a harmonic instrument have similar shapes. Fig-
ure 4 shows the envelope of the first 5 harmonics for the trumpet
mixture (F4 and C5). We see that all the nonoverlapping partials
have similar shapes (up to a scaling factor), and that we can deduce
the wished shape for the overlapping partials from these

3.1. Partial Separation

To be able to separate overlapping partials, we need a multi chan-
nel mixture. At this point, the method we propose is only suitable
for 2 overlapping partials, and we therefore consider the case with
2 sources and 2 sensors. Note, however, that since the method
works on the frequency bands independently, it can still be used in
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Figure 4: First five partials of the F4 (left) and the C5 (right) in
the trumpet mixture.

systems with more than 2 sources. The assumption is that for each
frequency band, only two of the sources are significant.

In the time domain, the mixing of the sources can be described
as follows:

�
x1(t)
x2(t)

�
=

�
h0(t) h1(t)
h2(t) h3(t)

�
�

�
s1(t)
s2(t)

�
: (3)

where xi are the mixture signals, si are the source signals, and hi
are the mixing filters. We assume that these filters are time invari-
ant. Without loss of generality, we can assume that h0 and h3 are
the identity filters Æ(t). If we take the short time Fourier trans-
form (STFT), (convolution in time corresponds to multiplication
in frequency), (3) becomes:
�

X1(!; t)
X2(!; t)

�
=

�
1 H1(!)

H2(!) 1

��
S1(!; t)
S2(!; t)

�
: (4)

Now, we consider a fixed ! that corresponds to a frequency
band with overlapping partials. We observe the following:

� If the frequency band is narrow enough, the H1(!) and
H2(!) in (4) can be assumed to be constant over the fre-
quency range, and are thus simply two complex numbers.
For simplicity we therefore omit the parameter ! in the no-
tation.

� With a suitable sensor setup (i.e., two microphones closely
spaced), the relative signal strengths between the sensor
signals are close to 1. This means that H1 and H2 both
lie close to the unit circle. In other setups, the relative sig-
nal strengths can be estimated from the relative amplitude
A(!; t) for the neighbouring non-overlapping partials.

We estimate the values of the two complex unknowns in the
mixing matrix, Ĥ1 and Ĥ2. The inverse of this estimated mixing
matrix (unscaled) can then be applied to estimate the separated
sources Ŝi

�
Ŝ1(!; t)

Ŝ2(!; t)

�
=

�
1 �Ĥ1

�Ĥ2 1

��
X1(!; t)
X2(!; t)

�
; (5)
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which can be written out as:

�
Ŝ1(!; t)

Ŝ2(!; t)

�
=

�
1� Ĥ1H2 H1 � Ĥ1

H2 � Ĥ2 1� Ĥ2H1

��
S1(!; t)
S2(!; t)

�
:

(6)

The closer one of these estimated values is to the real value,
the less the presence of the unwanted signal in the corresponding
separated source. When it reaches the optimal value, the separated
partial is simply a scaled versions of the original partial before
mixing. This applies to the two unknowns independently.

The estimation algortihm we propose is a simple recursively
refined search for the two unknowns on the unit circle. For any
chosen point, we calculate the separated partials. Then we cal-
culate distance measurements between the normalized shapes of
these partials and the desired shapes (deduced from neighbouring
non-overlapping partials).

We start with values coarsly distributed on the unit circle, and
then refine on shorter intervals in the search for the global mini-
mum. Figure 5 shows the partial shape distance for the demixing
of the first overlapping partial. We see that this is in line with what
we found in the histogram. The optimal demixing coefficients are
found for delays of 2 and �1.
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Figure 5: Iteratively refined search for the demixing coefficients
Ĥ1 and Ĥ2.

Figure 6 shows the envelopes of the corresponding separated
partials. In the top the shapes of the neighbouring non-overlapping
partials are shown, the second harmonic of F4, and the first har-
monic ofC5. Both have quite constant amplitude over the duration
of the signal. When the two notes are played together, these par-
tials overlap, and there are beats, as seen in the second plot. The
third plot shows how the DUET method performs for this case.
Notice that the beats are still present. In addition the partial is ex-
clusively assigned to either source in an alternating way. This in-
troduces additional artefacts. In the bottom we see the envelope of
the separated partials when using our partial separation algorithm.

The result when we separate the three first overlapping partials
to improve the DUET separation can be seen in Fig. 7. Compare
the separated partials (frequencies just above 1, 2 and 3 kHz) with
those in Fig. 3.
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Figure 6: Neighbouring non-overlapping partials (top), partials in
mixed signals with beats (next-to-top), DUET separation (next-to-
bottom), and separated partials using our method (bottom).

3.2. Partial shape reconstruction

When one has only a mono signal to work with, clearly the partial
separation method can not be used. The same applies for the case
where there are more than two sources that overlaps in a given
frequency band. We briefly discuss some other methods that can
be used in these cases, even though they are not as good as the
separation algorithm.

3.2.1. Partial removal

The first method is partial removal. When beats are detected, this
can be avoided in the separated signals simply by removing the
partial in question. This leads to a less rich sound, but can be
less annoying than the beats. For just one partial, this may be an
acceptable method, but when you remove more partials, the quality
of the separated signals degrades very fast.

3.2.2. Partial flattening

If the overlapping partials never totally cancel each other, i.e. the
valleys in the partials of the mixed signals are not too deep, we can
scale up/ amplify the valleys to produce a flatter envelope. There
are limits as to how much this can be done without introducing
artefacts (phase problems). Also, the partial envelopes are only
correct up to a scale factor.

3.2.3. Partial synthesizing

This method deduces the shape of the partial in question from
the neighbouring non-overlapping partials, and then modulate this.
Here one must be careful with the phase. If the original partial has
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Figure 7: Final result by improving DUET with our partial sepa-
ration algorithm. The first three overlapping partials (just above
1, 2 and 3 kHz) have been separated. Compare with Fig. 3.

frequency fluctuations (vibrato, etc), or if the frequency resolu-
tion is not fine enough, the synthesized partial may actually cause
the full separated source to sound out of tune. Pitch tracking will
not be useful to avoid this, since the overlapping partials interfere.
There is also the scale factor uncertainty.

3.2.4. Partial splitting

The methods mentioned above all deal with beats. Basically, slow
beats (<20 Hz) are the most annoying. For faster beats, and for
beats masked by other frequency fluctuations (e.g. vibrato), it
is sufficient to simply split the partial energy among the implied
sources.

4. CONCLUSION

In this article we have presented a method to separate overlapping
partials in stereo signals, and seen how this can be used to im-
prove many of the existing source separation techniques. Other
techniques for beat removal/ partial reconstruction that can work
for other cases have also been discussed. We have applied our
methods to mixtures of instruments and seen how it can be used
to improve the perceptual quality of the separated signals. Sound
examples can be found at http://lcavwww.epfl.ch/˜viste.
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